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With more than 65 years of innovation and creativity to draw from and build on, JCM Global® (JCM) will wow the
world once again at G2E with a host of new technologies designed to enhance the guest experience, boost security,
and increase efficiencies across the casino floor and count room.
Enhancing the Guest Experience
JCM’s innovative Digital Signage Solutions are as flexible as the spaces they illuminate and as varied as the content
™
™
they display. JCM will feature a broad range of display solutions, including DSS FLOOR and CUBE in stacked
™
™
and hanging configurations, the DSS FLEX , and the DSS MAX-R video wall.
JCM system solutions to enhance the guest experience include the groundbreaking FUZION® system and
®
®
®
associated technologies, including the Peripheral Network Adapter (PNA ), NFC Mobile I/O , and iTITO , all of which
®
give players more choices and operators greater abilities to reach guests. JCM will also showcase the ICB Intelligent
®
Cash Box system and PromoNet systems.
®

™

JCM’s leading printers, including the GEN5 Thermal Printer and CouponXpress , empower operators to
communicate directly with customers at the EGM, table game, kiosk, and players club.
JCM’s partnership with CountR and their secure TITA™ system enables high-speed cash processing, TITO
transactions, and debit/POS transactions to live table games, giving players more options to play their favorite table
games.
Boosting Security
JCM’s bill validators are legendary worldwide for acting as the first line of defense against counterfeiters and cheats,
and at G2E, JCM will display standard-setting technology, centering around the award winning iVIZION®, a product
which set new standards for sensing technology and has unmatched industry performance.
JCM’s FUZION technology connected to the iVIZION boosts security with real-time digital imaging, increased
surveillance capabilities, better management of support resources and financial asset tracking, and trusted Near
Field Communication (NFC) technology for secure contactless transactions.
Increasing Efficiencies
JCM’s latest partnership with Cash Processing Solutions (CPS) dramatically increase efficiencies in the count room
™
™
™
™
with flexible and modular count-sort solutions, including the 7000i , X Range , and V Series and ECM enterprisewide cash management software.
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JCM’s new ICB ASAP is the biggest technological advancement to come to the count room since JCM first
introduced its ICB more than a decade ago. A network of four industrial-grade robots and industry-standard
automation devices, ICB ASAP streamlines the count room, enhances productivity, reduces human contact, boosts
security, improves throughput, and increases reliability.
Visit JCM at G2E in booth #4039 and experience technologies that set standards.

